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BOD reverses ruling on
pornographic films
By MARY AMESBURY
Editor

In a special meeting Monday,
Central' s Board of Directors
repealed last year's BOD policy
·not to sponsor pornographic films.
In spring of 1982 the Board of
Directors banned ASC sponsorship of pornographic films
because, in their view, it was not
cor...;istent with the educational
goals of the university.
The issue was brought to the
new Board by the ASC Film Coordinator David Blackwell. His proposed spring quarter film se~ies
included an x-rated film, 'fBad
Girls." Blackwell stated that in
the past pornagraphic films have
done better than average at Central and that the ASC entertainment budget could benefit from
showing an x-rated movie.
The repealing of the 1982 policy

objects and that they have no
other real role in society. We need
to be concerned about our social
values and what we want to promote as healthy," he said.
The real problem faced by the
BOD was attempting to evaluate
the views of the majority of
students on the pornography
issue. Both a Beck Hall LGA and
Blackwell cited informal surveys
they conducted concerning the
students' views on ASC sponsorship of porno films. The Beck
survey indicated that students
were against porno films - the
film coordinator's survey
specified that the students were in
favor of x-rated movies.

does not mean the ASC will sponsor pornographic films every
quarter. It merely means the option to sponsor such films is
available to the Board.
The BOD voted 3-2 to accept the
spring quarter's film series, including the Thursday, April 14
showing of ''Bad Girls."
Jack Day, Michael Caine, and
Frank O'Brien voted for the film
series as it was presented to the
Board. BOD members Kimbet
Lee Andrews and Mary Hewitt,opposed the series.
The vote was preceded by a
heated discussion. One of the
former BOD members who supported the ban on porno films,
Steve Richardson, voiced opposition at the meeting to the possibility of renewed ASC sponsorship of
x-rated movies.
''Pornography contributes to
the attitude that women are sex

Amid the contradiction, several
BOD members stressed a need for
more information on the subject.
Nevertheless, the vote was taken
and the Board approved the spon-

By STEVE PEHA
Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor

CWU's emergency evacuation
procedures have come under
sharp criticism by the AFl.rCIO, a
national labor union, in connection with a potentially hazardous
incident involving the removal of
asbestos fibers from Bouillon
Hall.
On the morning of December 28,
with the removal of asbestos from
the lower mechanical room under- .
way by employees of the Vertex
Corp., a small amount of the toxic
substance leaked into an adjacent
storage room. Within minutes an
evacuation of the building was
ordered by university officials as
Vertex employees tended to the
situation.
While the level of asbestos in the
storage room rose only slightly
above the limit set by state and
federal regulations and no university employee was exposed, it is
the method and 'thoroughness of
the · evacuation· that are being
criticized.
°As the result of a fonnal complaint by a university employee,
President Garrity received a letter dated March 2 from AFI.rCIO
Area Representative Michael R.
Mallinger, criticizing Central's
~dling of the evacuation.
The letter stated, " ... no one
locked the building to prevent people from entering it before it was
·officially
reopened .... not
every'one in the building was
notified of the emergency...some
(people) remained inside · the
building until after the emergency
was over."
Mallinger's contentions were
based on reports by university
employees directly involved in th~

sorship of the erotica movie "Bad
Girls."
Because of financial problems
of the ASC entertainment budget,
only four films will be shown this
quarter. The other three movies

are ''An Officer and a
Gentleman," "Fast Times at
Ridgemont High,'' and a German
sub-titled film, "Das Boot."
There will be no classic film series
offered spring quarter.

State Legislature

CWU evacuation
·plans criticized
incident.
At approximately 9: 40 on the
morning of the incident, CWU Occupational Safety Officer Bill
Wilson was notified of rising
asbestos levels outside the lower·
0 th
"b'l
. 1
mecharuca room. n e poss1 I - .
ty that these levels could exceed
P ul
.
regulations ~e contacte~ a
Bechtel, physical plant director,
"ldin b
g e
and recommended the bm
evacuated. He also co~tacted
Vertex employees and informed
.
.
them of the situation.
~echtel .then contacted .F. W.
(Bill) Allison, CWU busm~ss
manager, who called Beth Srruth
in ~ouillon 137 .and to~d her to
begm an e~acuab~n. SIIllth, a pre>gram asslS~nt m the Ins~r~ctiona.l Medi~ Cent~r notified
building morutor Kris Mattson
who began the evacuation by calling all departments within the
building. By 9:50 the evacuation
was apparently completed.
At this time Charles Vlcek, IMC
director, and Mattson entered the
building through the unlocked
front door. Wearing masks, they
proceeded to the production la~ to
find Mattson's building keys. As
they entered the lab a young
woman exited a photography dark
room. Unaware of the evacuation,
she had remained inside the
building. She was informed of the
incident and asked to leave the
building as was another person,
found in the computer science
department.
Vlcek then phoned campus
security and informed them of the
unlocked front door. He and Mattson left the building, Vlcek staying behind until a security officer
arrived to lock the door.
As to why Mattson didn't lock
the doors immediately following
the evacuation, she responded. "I

.Former 1982 BOD member Steve Richardson speaks
out against ASC sponsorship of pornographic films in
SUB Theater.

Budget could hurt school
By BRENDA COTY
and STEVE FISHBURN
Of the Campus Crier

Grimm news has been coming
from Olympia concerning higher
, d t· , b d t · th l983-85
i eb. uc~ ion s
u ge m e
i
ienn1wn.
;
The House Ways and Means
:C
.tt
h · d b Dan
ommi ee, c a1re
Y
i Grimm (D-Puyallup), unveiled
th'
k b d t
1 (SHB
, is wee a u ge proposa
49) which is $66 million short of
Governor John Spellman's $874
. .
ed budget
· m111ion propos
.
President Donald Garrity
testified last Friday in Olympia
before the Ways and Means Com·u . 0 position to its $808
, :~m:: ~ud~et which would be
allocated among the state's six
four-year universities.
· According to Garrity, if the
i

1

was only told to begin an evacua·
tion. I was given no instructions to
lock the doors. Nothing was explained. There was just a lot of
confusion."
At noon Vlcek re-entered the
buildblg, again finding people
wandering through the halls.
Checking the back door, he found
it partially open. After explaining
the situation once again and issu-'
ing people out of the building he
hung a sign on the the door saying
the building was closed. He was
unable to close and lock it due to
some heavy equipment in the
doorway. Bouillon Hall was officially re-opened sometime after
1:30 that afternoon.
Concerning the locking of the
doors Bill Allison commented. "I
didn't ask anyone to lock the
doors. I assumed that by calling

(Cont. See 'Evacuation,'
page 3.)

committee's budget passes, Central' s $54,762,000 proposed
operating budget would fall $3.3
million short of Spellman' s $58
million proposed budget for the
university in the 1983-85 bienniwn.
"Universities couldn't even
carry on with current program
levels with this budget," said
Allen Jones, Washington Student
Lobby (WSL) executive director.
Grimm's budget seeks to im-

prove quality by restoring funding
to formula programs. The committeee hopes to do this by cutting
non-formula programs.
''Formula,'' is an equation used
by the legislature to calculate funding for state universities based
on a standard criteria of a university's undergraduate and
graduate studenVfaculty ratio.
Grimm's budget hopes to
decrease the "formula" from a
student faculty ratio of 28: 1 (71
percent) to a ratio of·26:1 (75 percent).
Formula programs at Central
are instruction, student services,
library and physical. plant. Non-·

formula programs are programs
unique to the university. Central's
non-formula programs which in- i
eludes aerospace, military!
science and the Tri-Cities pro-·I
gram, would lose $132,000.
I
WSL representatives say byl
cutting non-formula programs,
formula programs would be effectively undermined and all programs would suffer because funds
for formula programs would have
to be transferred ·to non-formula
programs. Grimm's budget would
eliminate $26 million in funding of
non-formula programs .in state
and. regional universities ..
For example, Grimm's budget
cuts 92 percent for non-formula
student services programs. This
includes financial aid administration, work study and state matching funds for federal National
Direct Student Loans (NDSL).
Cutting $636,000 in NDSL state
matching funds would . cost the
state $5. 7 million in federal
money.
"This budget is worse than
anything we had expected," said
Scott Hogan, WSL chairpers0n.
"This budget would deal yet .
another blow t_p our colleges and
universities."
One of those blows comes in the
form of enrollment cuts.
"This budget assumes a reduction of more than 2,000 students
from current enrollment ievels at
our six state-funded schools," said
Hogan. "It would squeeze shut the
doors of our universities when we
should be throwing them open."
The per capita enrollment in
Washington's four-year universities is among the lowest in the /
nation and would fall further wjth
this budget.
Grimm's budget would cut
enrollment 3.4 percent at Central
to 5,709 students. Current enrollment is 5 911 st d n
1
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Dr. Johnson recovering
'f rom heart attack
By TUNJ I ALAO
Of the Campus Crier

Eldon C. Johnson, CWU
business ·admininstration professor, suffered a heart attack on
the afternoon of March 26,
resulting in last minute rescheduling of several marketing classes.
Johnson was admitted to Kittitas Valley Community Hospital
where he is reportedly doing well

and recovering quickly.
Johnson's marketing classes
have been taken over by professors Wanda Fujimoto and
Donald Cocheba until he can
return to work.
According to Dr. Lawrence
Danton, dean of the School of
Business and Economics,
Johnson's classes wrn be waiting
for him when he recovers,
possibly by sununer session.

•
Grandfather. bill gains
.
Senate approval
was approved by the Senate. This
By BRENDA COTY
Managing Editor

Washington residents interested
in attending Idaho or British Columbia universities without paying
out-of-state tuition will have the
opportunity if the House approves
Senate Bill 3492.
SB 3493, introduced by Senator
H.
A.
"Barney" Goltz
(D-Bellingham), was adopted by
a vote of 43 yeas. The bill will
~~nable Idaho and B.C. students to
attend Washington universities
without paying out-of-state tuition
and fees.
Thursday, March 10, SB 3~06

is another "Goltz-introduced" bill
related to out-of-state tuition.
SB 3306, Goltz's "grandfather"
residency bill, redefines requirements for gaining state
status.
"The bill we passed exempts
those students from the tedious
process (of costly paperwork) and
saves them from paying nonresidency fees which are nearly
three times higher than fees paid
by in-state students," said Goltz.
Approximately 5,000 students in
Washington's public four-year
universities will be positively affected by the new bill if passed by
the House.

Tim Patrick I Campus Crier

Professor of Biology Curt Wiberg strikes a thoughtful pose during Monday's panel
discussion as part of Peace Week

PEACE AND JUSTICE
WEEK: April 4-10 .
Peace Week began Monday with
a CWU faculty panel discussion at
noon in the SUB Pit, and a
Peacemakers meeting later in the
evening.
Another panel discussion will be
today at noon in the SUB Pit. The
subject is "Do Women and Men
See Life Differently?" Also,
tonight at 9 will be a candlelight
, vigil beginning in the SUB.

April- 8, visiting speakers
representing the Seattle Women
Act for Peace group will be in the
SUB Pit at noon, followed at 8
p.m. by a concert with singer
Judy Fjell. Tickets for that performance will be $2.50 at the SUB information booth or $3 at the door.
A Saturday noon picnic with
new games ·and other activities
will take place at Woldale School,

located at the intersection of Dry
Creek and Faust Roads northwest
of Ellensburg. A 9 p.m. dance i~
scheduled at the Valley Cafe.

J

i

The Peace Week festivities!
wrap up on Sunday with a silent
meeting in the Quaker tradition at I
the First Methodist Church, Third '
1
and Ruby, at 9 a.m.

----------------
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Evacuation

(Cont.. from page one.)

Bechtel theri contacted F.W.
the people at Bouillon everything
(Bill) Allison, CWU business
would be taken care of."
manager, who called Beth Smith
As to the role played by campus
security in the incident, Depart- in Bouillon 137 and told her to
ment Chief Alfred J. Teeples begin an evacuation. Smith, a pr~
gram assistant in the Instrucdeclined to comment.
In January, an investigation of tional Media Center, notified
building monitor Kris Mattson
the incident was conducted by the
State Department of Labor and who began the evacuation by callIndustries. The university was ing all departments within the
found to have committed no viola- building. By 9: 50 the evacuation
was aparently completed.
tions.
Currently, the Campus Safety
At this time Charles Vlcek, IMC
Committee is drawing up a comprehensive emergency evacuadirector, and Mattson entered the
tion plan to facilitate the handling
building through the unlocked
of this kind of incident.
front door. Wearing masks, they
proceeded to the production lab to
Employees of the Vertex Corp.
will return this summer to remove
find Mattson's building keys. As
the remainder of the asbestos . they entered the lab a young
from Bouillon Hall. At this time - woman left a photography dark
the building will be -closed and all
room. Unaware of the evacuation,
university employees will be
she had remained inside the
relocated to other buildings on
building. She was informed of the
campus. It is the goal of the adincident and asked to leave the
building as was another person
ministration to have the safety
Committee's plan implemented
found in the computer science
department.
before this time.

'Check your bags'
By TERRY ROSS
Of the Campus Crier

The University Book Store's
book and bag check-in table will
continue through April 15, according to Wendell Hill, director of
auxiliary services.
The check-in was set up to keep
down book thefts. ''It was observed at the begining of the quarter
that students brought everything

into the store," Hill said.
It's a common practice among
book stores not to let people carry
things into the store, although a
· check-in is not common.
Hill said 90 percent of the
· students understand and accept
the situation. ·
Even so the check-in table will
not be used in the book store for
the rest of the quarter. "It's too
expensive to run,'' Hill said.

P.R. student ·promotes
funding for chimp lab
By WINSTON BERGLUND
Of the Campus Crier

Central is the home of Friends
of Washoe, a non-profit organization dedicated to communication
research beneficial for both
humans and chimpanzees. If one
student gets his wish, Washoe will
be gaining many more friends.
Greg Beech, a graduate student
and part owner of The Valley
Cafe, is greatly involved with Central' s chimpanzees. Beech's wife,
Kathleen, -hu been a lab assistant
for the past year and a half.
Through his wife's lab work,
Beech has become quite interested in the five chimps who
communicate via American Sign
Language.
''I guess helping fund the pr~
ject has been my major focus," he
said. "My involvement is in helping write grants and working on
anything I can help out with, such
as setting up special events and
generally just believing in the pr~
- ject and wanting to see it continue."
The goal of Friends of Washoe is
to support research. This includes
the study of chimpanzee language
acquisition with continual emphasis on the research's applications for the treatment of noncommunicating children and communication problems in general.
Beech ·believes there are many
reasons why this project is so unique when compared to other
animal studies. "The livlihood of

the chimpanzees is certainly more
emphasized. There are a lot of
chimps being studied throughout
the world, but mainly in the bi~
medical model and many chimpanzee lives are being sacrificed.
I would like to see more projects
like ours that have a concern for
the chimps livlihood," he said.
"I would say if the environment
wasn't as good as it is in terms of
caring about the chimps and their
lives, their exhibitions of communication (sign language)
wouldn't be as great."
Funding is essential to keep the
:!himp project operating. Pr~
fessor Roger Fouts, head of the
program, had a National Science
Foundation Grant that supported
the project for a year while he was
at the Univesity of Oklahoma and
for part of a year when the project
· first came to Central. This grant
was discontinued when the whole
budget for the :National Science
Foundation was cut. The project
has received no major funding
since that time.
"There's been a lot of funding
going on in different areas, but it
has been more of a 'spoke-effect'
where you have funding coming in
from many various avenues. This
contrasts with a 'mag-wheel effect' where you are dependant on
one, two or three funding
sources," said Beech.
The project is hoping to secure
some grants which will give it a
less precarious financial position
and develop a long term financial

foundation. The project is in the
process of applying to the National Geographic Society and the
Leaky Foundation. The Friends of
Washoe project is also reapplying
to the National Science Foundation.
Beech believes there are many
benefits the Friends of Washoe offers and wants more students and
the community to be aware of
them.
The university is more in the
limelight because of the project.
''This is one of the more highly
renowned language research
studies going on anywhere," said
Beech. "Leaders in the field will
attest to the fact it is one of the
forerunners in communication
and chimp research. The project
also helps students by providing a
more intellectual scientific
:research lab experience."
Thanks to the respect this project has earned through the years,
the university and community will
soon be experiencing a special
benefit. Jane Goodall, who has
done extensive work with chimpanzees in the wild, will be here at
Central May 1 and 2 to speak on
chimpanzee behavior.
"She (Goodall) tours every year
and has a tight lecture schedule of
only about seven or eight places
around the United States,''
remarked Beech. "This year her
visit to Central is her only appearance on the West Coast. For
her to come ·here is pretty meanin ful."
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''Ifs NOT a..
fairy fale!' ~
1

A Grimm's 'scary' tale

Campus Crier
The Campus Crier is a laboratory
newspaper produced in conjunction with the
Central Washington University Mass Media
Program and is published weekly with biweekly publication d~J summer quarter.
Views expressed are ;lot necessarily those
of the staff or editors; editorials are the opinion of the writer only. Advertising material
does not imply endorsement. Office phone
963-1026.

Do you know what time it is boys and girls? It's planning time iri the
legislature. This is the time when all the legislators decide how much
money is going to go to .higher education.
Do you know what that means boys and girls? Yep, that means the
Washington Student Lobby is working to inform all the other boys and
girls that a man named Grimm has proposed a really scary higher
education budget. This grim Grimm budget wants to cut $1.2 million
from Central's funds.
Do you know how much $1.2 million is boys and girls? It's enough to
really put a dent in Central's programs. A thing called basic instruction adjustment, included in Grimm's proposal, means that 202 of your
Central buddies won't be going to good old CWU because the university won't be able to accept them.
Do you know what needs to be done boys and girls? Yep. Write Mr.
Grimm, Chair of the House Ways and Means Committtee, or your
representative (Example: Dan Grimm, Member of the Legislature,
Legislative Building, Olympia, WA 98504) and tell them that you don't
want your university programs to be cut anymore. Tell them to try a
little harder to see what good we can do for the state when we all grow
up with a good education. Tell them to invest in the future of people.
Tell them to go sit on a tack.

GIRL -scouT
COOKIES
COMING
APRIL 14-29!!
Seven kinds of cookies including traditional mints,
caramel delites and peanut butter patties.

••Only $2 per box
On campus call 963-3087 or call 9251761.
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Campus Safety Chief details policy
Open letter from the chief of Campus Safety:
Long before I became Chief of
this department, I held the view
that the Campus Safety officers
have a unique purpose, in a unique
situation, which requires a unique
group of indiv'iduals to accomplish.
The purpose, situation and officers differ considerably from
other law enforcement agencies
by design. If this were not fact the
University would simply disband
the department, leaving the
burden of "policing" to another
agency.
Our basic purpose is to prevent
crime and disorder, protect persons and property, and to serve
the public. The university's function is education and ideally we
should consider our duties part of
the educational process as well,
especially in the areas of minor infractions of the law and misde-

meanors. In these areas we will
take positive action, in keeping
with the educational process.
However, when a warning to a
minor in possession of alcohol
takes care of the situation, no further action shollld be necessary.
An officer may always move to
the next level of enforcement
should the situation warrant, based on the attitude of the individual
and prior knowledge of warnings
or arrests.
I do not believe our pupose is to
educate students by giving them
criminal or traffic records when
we have the option of other
methods such as warnings, referrals to the Dean of Students or the
campus Judicial Council. Misdemeanor arrests, either physical or
by citation, usually are considered after persuasion, advice
and warnings are found to be insufficient.
The residence hall managers
and LGAs are given the respon-

sibility of controlling activities in
their respective halls. We work
with them in areas of mutual concern, keeping in mind that we are
not there to do their job, nor are
they to do ours.
Officers of this department
have been picked not only because
of their potential as law enforcement officers, but because of
their ability to get along quite well
with the public they serve. Each
of us has indicated some degree of
interest in assisting the faculty,
staff and students of this university during the hiring process. I am
quite comfortable with the
abilities of all officers of this
department.
I would like to thank the
students at Central for the spirit of
cooperation which has been
established and the understanding
that it has brought about.
Al Teeples,
Chief, Campus Safety Dept.

MAY3
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Two-c~reer

family
rewarding for Thelens
Admitting he was a little apprehensive, Thomas gave himself
an A- for his first lecture. In the
future, he believes he will teach
Fortran and an. advanced basic
course. Although the latter class
is not offered, he would like to see
it developed.

By SUSAN COITMAN
Of the Campus Crier

Thomas and Sally Thelen are
proof that having two careers and
a family can be a rewarding experience.

Their household, although
'active,' is not different
from others.

Thomas, a Central genetics professor, is teaching a computer
science course- this quarter. Sally
is the director of the Student
Health Center. They have two
children, Gretchen and Paul, both
in high school.

Thomas calls computer science
a logical progressive pattern of
thinking which helps students to
think more logically. He finds the
direct feedback aspect of using
computers rewarding. "A computer is only as good as the person
who programs it,'' he said.

Despite the family's busy
lifestyle, Sally says their
household, although "active," is
not different from others. They
usually are together weekends
and she does not think their twocareer household has negatively
affected their children. The quality of time spent with them, and
not the quantity is what matters,
she said.

After obtaining a · Ph.D. in
genetics at the University of Minnesota, Thomas directed a Minnesota Department of Health lab
which analyzed patient's
chromosomes. He has taught at
Central since 1970 and likes its informality, finding the faculty's interest in students refreshing. _

Thomas broadened his career
horizons by volunteering to teach
computer science 101 after Dean
Burton J. Williams of the College
of Letters, Arts and Sciences asked for professors to teach in
several understaffed departments. Professor Thelen took
computer courses here after
becoming interested in them a few
years ago.

Sally's duties as a nursepractitioner in women's health
care, as well as the Health Center
director, keep her busy. Nursepractitioners can do physical exams and write prescriptions
whereas a nurse can not.

She sets aside two hours for
paperwork and the remaining six
for patients each day. Sally also
devotes two to four hours a week
for counseling. She is pursuing a
master's degree in the counseling
field.
Sally finds most of student's
problems are directly or indirectly related to stress. Upper
respiratory infections, sports injuries, skin problems and sexrelated matters are all areas of
health concern on campus.
Personal interaction is the
aspect of Sally's work she enjoys
the most. She dislikes giving a bad
diagnosis, but she takes time to
make the patient understand.

'A computer is only as ·good
as the person who programs it - Thomas
Sally won a full nursing program scholarship while attending
high school in Albany, Minnesota
with her husband. She worked as a
nurse night supervisor at the
University of Minnesota's
hospitals and directed family
planning in Kittitas County for
five years. In 1973 she became one
of the first nurse-practitioners in
the state. In the fall of 1979, she
became acting director of the
health center and six monthS later
was appointed director.

\
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Thomas and Sally Thelen

Want to save yourself $759>washingt-on Student Lobby knO\NS how
There will · be:

Come to the WSL meeting

e Another tUition increase
next year

Thursday, April 7

6:30p.m.

and

e Oly111pia is slashing the
budget again
You are paying more and getting less!

let's stop this . NOW

OBBY

in the SUB Pit

l '
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Two ne.w foreign

Student aid faces
changes in 1984
President Reagan has proposed
several changes to the federal student financial assistance programs sponsored by the Department of Education. According to
Edward M. Elmendorf, Assistant
Secretary for Postsecondary
Education, the requested budget
funding proposed for 1984 is level
with 1983. The reason for the even
budgets, Elmendorf said, is
because over one billion dollars
has been saved as a result of
declining interest rates.
"The difference in the two
budgets is where we have put the
dollars," Elmendorf said. "We
are proposing to consolidate the
current six programs into one
loan, one work-study, and one
grant."
Currently the six types of financial ,aid available to college
students are work-study_, the
Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL),
the National Direct Student Loan
(NDSL), the Pell (Self-Help)
Grant, the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program (SEOG), and the State Student Incentive Grant Program
(SSIG). The Department of
Education has asked Congress not
to provide new funding for the
SSIG, SEOG, and the NDSL programs. However, they did ask
Congress to increase fundine for

language , classes offered
By SHERRY JAMES
Of the Campus Crier

Students on campus are taking
notice of · two foreign language
classes offered this quarter.
The two chlsses are First-year
Japanese, taught by Professor
Masami Makigawa and Basic
Latin, taught by Dr. Christian
Schneider.
Professor Makigawa is a
foreign exchange professor from
Shimane University in Japan. He
will be at Central spring.and summer quarters teaching First-year
Japanese for five credits and
Japanese Culture and Civilization
for two credits. He will teach an
intermediate Japanese class second summer session.
This quarter the two First-year
Japanese classes are offered at 8
a.m. and 1 p.m. Enrollment in
both classes is large and the
students are excited about learning Japanese.
Basic Latin for three credits has
been offered for the last eight
years by Professor Schneider. He
began instruction with one stu-

·college work-Study and Pell sideration such factors as tuition
Grants.
rates, expected family contribuThe SSIG was established in . tion,and number of children in
school.
197~ to provide states an incentive
President Reagan has proposed
to create their own grant and
several changes regarding the
scholarship programs.
Pell Grant Program.
Designed to supplement the Pell
Under the program, students
Grant, the SEOG program was to
must
meet a minimum expected
provide students with the finanstudent contribution in order to
cial means necessary to have
meet eligibility.
some choice in which institutions
to attend. According to ElmenThe contribution, Elmendorf
dorf, the problem with the SEOG
said, would be a minimum of 40
is that it is not targeted to help
percent of the cost of attendence
those students who really need
- with an absolute dollar
financial assistance.
minimum of $800.
l\1oney in revolving funds totallA student may meet his exing $550 million will continue to be
pected contribution from a varieavailable through the NDSL proty of sources, including the
gram for students next year.
Federal loan and work-study proElmendorf stresses that the colgrams, state grant and scholarlege Work Study, Pell Grant and
ship funds ·and private sources.
the Guaranteed Student Loan ProThe issue of equity has long
grams Will ensure the type of stubeen argued in the delivery of
dent financial assistance hoped
Federal grant programs. Many
for, but never realized, under the
students are awarded more
six-program arrangement.
money than they actually need,
A change in law is also proposed
while many more are shortchangby the Department of Education.
ed. This situation is largely the
Currently, students who wish to
result of the complexity of the Pell
borrow under the GSL program do
Grant Program eligibility
not have to <iemonstrate financial
criteria.
.
need if their family income is
By simplifying the system, the
under $30,000 annually. A "need's
Education Department believes
test" may be implemented under
more equitable distribution of
the program, taking into confunds is feasible.

r;: - -

Action
MEChA
Darlene Arambul, president of
Editor's note: Club Action, a · MEChA. "We aren't interested in
column featuring campus clubs, shutting ourselves off (from nonwill appear in the Crier weekly Hispanic people)."
The group's main activity for
during spring quarter. If your
club has a special event to be spring quarter will be planning
publicized, notify the Crier at and staging a Cinco de Mayo
(Fifth of May) celebration. Cinco
least two weeks prior to the event.
Our office number is 963-1026; ask de Mayo is the Mexican Infor Brenda Coty, managing dependence Day. Central's
celebration is tentatively scheduleditor, or leave a message.
ed for Monday, May 2 through
MEChA (Movimiento Estudian- Thursday, May 5 and will include
til Chicano de Aztlan) translates speakers; films, and dancers.
The group also is working to
into an organization at CWU that
is dedicated to expanding promote Central as a school which
awareness of the Chicano culture. supports Hispanic education. We
The group's purpose is to pro- want more Hispanics to go to colmote
understanding
and lege and know that there are other
awareness of Chicano history and people here who understand them,
culture, and'to improve the educa- commented Arambul.
MEChA meets the second and
tional and economic opportunity
fourth Wednesdays of each month
to all Chicanos.
Anyone genuinely interested in in Black 212. For more infonnapromoting Hispanic awareness is tion about MEChA contact Aramwelcome to join, explained bul at 968-31.89.

DON'T MISS OUR .

SPRING CLEARANCE

SALE
Dresse.s
Skirts

All 10°0 off

Swim suits
25% off
30% off

Spring Pants
& Tops
25% off

2 piece Sweats
Reg 35° 0 only 23 99

Students gave a variety of
reasons for enrolling in the Latin
class. Pre-law -majors and
English majors said they take the
class to learn the roots of the
English ·1anguage. Foreign
language students take the class
to learn the basics of Latin.
Roman Catholics take the class to
see how the Latin-speaking
Roman culture has influenced the
modern world and the Roman
Catholic church.
Both the Latin class and the
Japanese class meet university
breadth requirements for foreign
language.

Club

1

James Jean
Normandee Rose
Bitterroot

dent. This quarter 14 students are
enrolled in the 7 p.m. Thursday
class.
Schneider said the Latin for
three credits is offered for
students without previous
knowledge of Latin and who wish
to learn the essentials of the Latin
language, grammar, and ·
literature. The primary focus of
the cla~~ notpow to speak Latin,
but to~!,tain a reading knowledge
of the language, he said.
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Some like us

some don't

C8iDPai Crier

Residents voice their
• •
op1n1ons on students
Central students are "getting
smarter ... in
with
the
styles .. .friendly ... an asset to
Ellensburg ... drinking
too
much ... wonderful... throwing too
many
parties ... better
quality ... good
for
business... quieter.''
These were some of the opinions
offered by Ellensburg residents
recently when we asked them
what they thought of CWU
students.
Many of those questioned are
retired. Most have lived here for a
number of years. Several had attended CWU themselves or had
children who attended. All agreed
that we are good for the local
economy.
One long-time resident said,
"The only thing I have against
them is the wild partying - I don't
approve of that at all." But he ad- · a lot of long hair, and noise." She
ded, "I'm sure it isn't just Central added, "There are always a few
students doing it all."
bad apples, but overall, I think
Another man had a different they are good kids."
opinion. Victor Karlson has lived
Many mentioned a "few bad aphere for most of his 83 years. He ples," but one man pointed out,
thinks college kids are getting "There are bad apples anywhere
smarter. And about the partying, you go."
he said, "I think I raised more hell
There is little disagreement that
than they do when I was in col- CWU students are a financial
lege."
asset to the community, but acGladys Jacobs, a homemaker cording to one woman, we are
and resident since 1935, said especially good for her particular
students seem quieter now. "For business - she works for a denawhile there were a lot of beards, tist.

Students "bring a lot of life" to
Ellensburg, one woman said.
Another conunented, "They keep
us young."
· Norm Best has lived here since
1956. Retired, he bikes or walks
through campus practically every
day. "I like to be around young
people - I think students
everywhere are pretty special
people really," he said. "It's nice
to be around a college town," he
added.
Christine Beetis agreed.
A
retired teacher who , taught at
Morgan School and at Hebeler
Elementary, she said she is proud
of the students at CWU. She
graduated with the class of 1930.
"I love my alma mater," she said.
"I was so proud to be a part of
Central," she said. "I wish I could
spend more time on campus," she
added, "the students are just
great."
Mrs. Morton McQueen ~1as a
student here some 60 years ago
herself. She advises students to
get a lot out of it because we are
spending a lot of earning time
here. "Don't waste it," she warned.
Of the more than twenty persons who gave us opinions, almost
everyone had something positive
to say about CWU students.
Maybe we aren't so bad, after
all.

-Before. those

-- -
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Hebeler' s demise
1982 brings new
life to Wable
playground
By BRENDA KALEY.
Of the Campus Crier

Hebeler may be gone, but its
playground equipment will live
on.
According to Perry Rowe, administrative services manager of
housing maintenance, the equipment will be used in the new
playground to be built·this spring
at the Ray P. Wable apartment
complex.
The plan for the new playground
was brought up two or three years
ago, but there was no equipment.
When Hebeler closed its doors last
June, the plan to · use their
playground facilities was put into
action.
The new playground will cover
an area of approximately 50 feet
by 70 feet and will be surfaced
with a fine rock called pea gravel,
which has been used to cover the
Washingt~n Elementary School
playground and the play area at
Getz-Short apartments. The
playground will be located northwest of Wable Apartments.
The housing department has
budgeted $5,00o, including labor,
for the project which will begin
this spring. If all goes as planned.

Sale

Start A ,Great Day
in the Morning

Thru
A'pril 16th

.... --:-:-: ..... •.........-.....··:.: ... .......................................................... .

TRY
KLORANE*

For Under $1.00

And Geta $2.00
Cash Refund

Egg McMuffin·"'
Continental Breakfast
Tour choice of Danish Pastry,
oranee f uiee, and a laree cup of sleamine
qqe
hot coffee, reeular or decaffeinated .•••••••••••••••••••••

FREE

Two fr_e sh se'r ambled erode A eees, served with
SSe
·t o•sted Enellsh muffin and Jams •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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TJir•• Uehl and fluff31 hotcatles, served wUh s31rup,
topped with a pat of creamer31 butter••••••·•·•·•••••·••••
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CERTIFICATE
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4

r

English Muffin
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Toasted, with fam.
OFFER GOOD MON.-FRI. ONLY FROM 1-10:30 A.M. THROUGH APRIL 29, 1983

courteous staff

each
film

ENLARGEMENT

75c

Tour choice of apple, cinnamon,
. 60e
& raspberr)I••...••••.• • • • • •·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Danish Pastry

Crisp and eolden-brown • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Scrambled Eggs (:I Muffin
Hotcakes

Cun<~nilt·

9 Shampoos and
4 Conditioners For Ever)( _
Individual's Needs ... "-J
Made with the Finest
c ·
. Natural lngredierits.
(St'c Stor(.' For Details)

A fresh erode A eee, Canadian style bacon,
qqe
and cheese on a toasted ln•Ush muffin •••••• ••··••·•·····

·

it should be completed this summer.
Residents of the Wable Apartments are excited about the new
playground. "I'm really excited to
.>ee some sort of organized
playground finally being built,"
said Lupy Valverde-Rue~.
Parents in the complex are concerned about their children's safety because the only place to play
now is a dirt area called the ''pit.''
There is also the danger of the
children playing in the irrigation
canal that runs parallel to D.
Street. For these reasons the
playground is a welcome addition~ .
The new playground will also be
a good way parents to get to know
their neighbors. ''There are
several lonesome single parents
whose only chance to meet their
neighbors is in the laundry room.
Hopefully the playground will
grow into more of a park for
parents and · children to get
together," said Mrs. ValverdeRuelas.
The playground equipment includes a swingset, climbing bars,
balance beams and a spring platform. The equipment not used at
Wable will go to Brooklane
Village.

<~") . S~rlng Vita.m in

classes •••

Rash Browns

•

1n·

competetiVe prescription prices

DOWNTOWN 'P HARMACY

-

414 North Pearl

David Cross

925-1514

Roger Glaser
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'Cats pitching
strong season
By LEROY CRUSE
Of the Campus Crier

Once again it's springtime and
Mike Dunbar's CWU Wildcat
baseball team has that spring
fever of victory,
The Wildcats, who placed fourth
at the San Diego Sun-Lite baseball
tournament, proved they have
talent with a victory over their
Pac-10 competitor, the University
of Washington.
CWU pitcher Greg Lybeck, a
junior transfer from Big Bend
Community College, earned alltournament honors. Lybeck pitched nine innings of shutout relief in
the tournament for the 'Cats. He is
also one of three pitchers for Central with a 0.00 earned run
average (ERA).
Sophomore Scott Bardwell pitched five no-hit innings in the
'Cats 4-0 shutout victory over the
Huskies.
Central has lost two of its top
pitchers from last year's roster
due to graduation. Jon Granberg
and Desi Storey together accounted for 14 of Central's 26 wins
last season. Dunbar will still have
the accurate fire power of senior

right-hander Rob Porter at the
mound.
Porter, who.3e 1982 figures were
not overwhelmingly impressive,
did show vast improvement when
he pitched three consecutive .
three-hitters at the end of his
junior season.
.
"I believe we need a good year
out of Rob if we're going to be
competitive this year," said Dunbar. "He's not quite at the form he
was in at the end of last season,
but he's improving every game."
Central swept a pair of
doubleheaders last week
dominating Judson Baptist 12-0
and 11-0 and then def eaHng
Eastern Oregon State College 11-1
and 9-7. They traveled to Cheney
for a doubleheader Tuesday
against the Eagles of Eastern
Washington University, where
they won one and lost one. 'Cats.
will go on to Pullman to meet the
Cougars of Washington State in a
doubleheader Saturday at 1 p.m.
and then will play the same Pac-10
powerhouse once again in a single
nine-inning game Sunday, also to
be played at 1 p.m.
"Physically, our team is much
stronger than last year's team,

What Brooklyn Dodger, in a
game in 1925, went to bat
3 times, hit into 2 double
plays and one triple play?

Greg Mooney warms up for what promises to be a hot season.
but to win consistently the
chemistry of the players must
first jell before we can become a
consistent performer,'' commented Dunbar. "The strength of
this year's team has been our
defensive play and also our play

Tim Patrick/ Campus Crier

and Lewis and Clark State of
on the mound; what we do under
.
pressure will determine our · Idaho.
Though the Wildcats have yet to
overall success."
The Wildcats, who are now 6-2 in meet either Whitworth or L.C.
district play have yet to play what State, Dunbar still believes that
Dunbar believes to be two highly potentially his team will be comcompetitive teams, Whitworth peting for district bragging rights.

925-9134

116 E. 4th

Four Seasons
SPORTS CENTER

SPRIN.G SPECIAL

Schwinn-lishiki Bikes
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Women's tennis sho\\'ing promise
By STEVE FISHBURN
Of the Campus Crier

will do well in a schedule of ten
matches in 31 days.
"It's a very short season and
there are a number of matches in
a very short tilne," she said. "I
think we will do well. We have
some good p0tential and good
talent. We just have to put it into
play."

They're inexperienced, young
and very good.
Every morning at 6: 15 they're
practicing their game on the tennis courts near Nicholson Pavilion
to gain needed experience and to
get even better.
The first of those tough matches
Only team captain Kristy Baird
of the season took place last Saturand number two seed Tamie
day against Seattle University at
Hamilton are returning players
a local racquetball club.
from last year's team. The
Johns said she feared the match
number one seed, Lisa Haines,
would be cancelled because S. U.
transferred this year from Clark
lost their court reservation
Community college to take over
because of Easter weekend. But
the number one spot. ·
last minute accomodations were
· Baird is the only senior on the
made at the Redwood Racquetball
team. The rest of the team con· Club in Redmond and Central's
sists of sophomores and freshmen
women won 7-2 to take the match.
with two or three years of eligibili"We had a good start against
ty left under NAIA regulations.
Seattle
U," commented Johns. "I
Despite a tough schedule featuring NCAA schools Washington . was pleasantly surprised that
State University and the Universi- they were as tough as they were so
ty of Idaho, Coach Dee Johns is early in the season."
Central won four of six singles
confident her inexperienced team

Banquet honors
Nancy Simmerly was named
captain and Kris Platte took the
Outstanding Swimmer award for
the women . .The Wildcats had a
strong finish at Nationals.
The men's basketball Hustle
Award went to John Holtmann,
captain to Ken Bunton, and Doug
Harris received Most Inspira-

All-American

matches and au three doubles
matches.
Haines, ·who has said she was
just glad to make the team when
practices started three months
ago, blew out S.U.'s Maggie
Earhart in singles, 6-1, 6-0. "I
thought we all played really well.
We were ready for it after playing ·
each other for three months," she
said.
In other singles play Hamilton
lost to Nancy Borrows 7-6, 1-6, 6-4;
number three seed Sandy Sterling
beat Denise Atkins 3-6, 6-3, 6-3;
number four seed Kindra Sloan
beat Vivian Lam 6-2, 6-4; number
five seed Baird beat Rose McDaid
6-3, 6-3; number six Christian
Haggarty beat Robin Schildt 7-6,
6-3.
In doubles play Haines/Sterling
beat Borrows/Atkins 6-1, 6-0;
Hamilton/Sloan
beat
Earheart/Schildt 3-6, 6-1, 6-0;
Baird/Haggarty
beat
McDaid/Lam 6-4, 6-1.

athletes
In women's basketball, Regina
Kinzel was named captain ,and
Most Valuable Player. Marcia
Byrd took Inspirational honors.
The women came on at the end of
the season, and are looking forward to a better campaign next
year.
The Spring Sports Awards Banquet will be in early June.

Tim Patrick/ Campus Crier

Doug Harris earning his honors.

Central's own Doug Harris was
named to the NAIA Basketball
. All-America second team March
25.
Harris, a 6 foot 7 senior from
Berkeley, Calif., led Central in
scoring with a 17 .8 average. He
was second in the nation in field
goal accuracy, connecting on 70.0
percent (226-323) of his shots. ·
Named CWU's Most Inspirational Player, Harris shattered
the school record shooting percentage mark, which was 63.1 set in
1980 by Ray Orange. He also set a
game record, making 12 of 13 shots
against Seattle Pacific.

Harris transferred from Webe1
State and spent just one season ir
Dean Nicholson's program. HE
joins a long list of C~ntral stan·
douts who earned All-Americc
First-team selection:
status.
were Mel Cox (1967), Paul Adam:
(1970) and Rich Hanson (1973).
Those earning second-tean.
honors were Dave Benedict (1968)
Theartis Wallace (1969), Riel
Hanson (1972) ·and Orange (1980).
Dave Allen (1970) and Rich Han
son (1971) were named to the thircteam. CWU players have madt
the honorable mention . list on l~·
or.r.asions.

962-9982

315 North Main

Presen.ts for the first
time ever LIVE MUSIC

Happy Hour
4-6 p.m.

Featuring
The

Nash Band
Hump Night "Live"
Don't Miss ·I t .....
$2.00 cover charge
APRIL 13th
8:00. p.m. - 12:00 p.m.
"Eat Dinner at Adelines
Wednesday get

$ 1.00 off the cover"

Live Music At Ade/ines every Wednesday

I.
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Basketball
changes
proposed
By RICK SPENCER
Of the Campus Crier

The three-point field goal and
the 45-second clock may ·be instituted in NAIA national tourney
play and district championship
games next season.
According to basketball head
coach Dean Nicholson, the NAIA
coaches attending the recent nationals in Kansas City voted 46--0 to
recommend the changes to the
NAIA coaches executive committee.
If they approve the changes, the
proposal will be forwarded to the
NAIA Executive Committee for
approval. Both committees meet
in mid-July.
Nicholson said the changes probably will be approved, but he has
Alan Jakubek/ Campus Crier
All-American Lorna Martinson practices for Saturday. :
some reservations.
"I would like to see everything
standardized throughout the
league. I think the 30-second clock
would be plenty," he said. "Thirty
-S -~· -·-seconds is plenty of time to come
down the floor; 45 seconds is too
long."
_
Commenting on how the proposBut it is a ·big meet to those parThe women's team has already
javelin.
By RICHARD MATIHEWS
Of the team, Boyoungs said, ed changes would affect his
ticipating because athletes may shown good individual talent as
Of the Campus Crier
strategy, Nicholson said, "The
qualify for District and Nationals. five have already qualified at the
"We are aggressive in a feminine
sort of way - Wildcats not 45-second clock will be turned off
Central's men and women
"Western is probably the best national standards.
at the last five minutes of the
Wildkittens.''
tracksters will lace up their spikes all-around team and I look for
All-American Lorna "Beaver"
and host a "big meet" this Satur- quite· a battle between them and Martinson leads the way in the
The men's team is led by All- game so there isn't any real
change from that, but it will stop
American Rob Schippers in the
day at Tomlinson Field beginning us," said men's head coach Spike javelin. She finished third at Na1500 meters. Schippers was se- the teams from holding the ball as
at noon.
Arlt.
tionals to earn the honor.
much."
cond last year at Nationals, and
The meet isn't big in terms of
Women's coach Jan Boyungs
"I look for Beaver to win the
Central junior Bob Kennedy
his 1500 meters time of 3:45.8 this
teams participating - only six expects tough competition from javelin on Saturday," Boyungs
commented, ''I really like the shot
teams will be here including Western, PLU and UW, but she's said. "She is ready to uncork a
year is one of the best in the naclock system, because the pace of
Western, Eastern Oregon, Whit- optimistic.
good throw."
tion.
the game will increase, but I
"Our team has set a team goal
Otber qualifiers include Lona
It is early in the season and Arlt
worth, University of Puget Sound,
would like to go to a shorter time,
Pacific Lutheran University and of third at the district meet, and Joslin in the shot put, Kelly Keene
shares Boyungs' optimism, "We
like 30 seconds; it should cut down
members of the Unlversity of whatever they want they will in the high jump, Penny Myrvang
think we are ·in the thick of things
on
the penalties in the game."
Washington's !l_o_m_e_n_'s_t_eam_._ _ _a_chi
_._ev_e_,'_'_B_oy_un
_. _gs_ sai
_·d_._ __ __in_th_-e_l_OK_an_d_Do_nna
__O_lin_in_th_e__f_o_r_di_st_n_·c--'t,'-"_h_e_sa_i_d_._ _ _ _.
Kennedy expressed mixed feelings about the three-point shot. "It
would be good for the tight games
at the end and could change the
Regina Kinzel has been named
six points a game and pulled down strategy around a bit," he said. "I
Offe~' individual exercise programs
Honorary Team Captain and Most
115 rebounds.
combmmg: Exercise e9uipment,
don't plan on shooting it, though."
Valuable Player for the 1982-83
Byrd was one of four freshmen
floor exercises,
Since teams who reach the
Central women's basketball team.
among CWU's top five scorers.
and aerobics.
district tournament would play
The senior led the 'Cats in scorThe 'Cats finished with three wins under the new rules if the changes
HOURS: 7 a.m.- 9 p.m. Mon4ay - Thursday
ing, averaging ll.O points and was
in a row and won seven of their are made, NAIA teams are ex7 a.m.- 7 p.m. Friday
the third leading rebounder with
last 13 games for an overall record pected to put the changes into ef10 a.m.· 4 p.m. Saturday
of 8-14.
141 recoveries.
fect during regular season play
COST: $25 per month
Freshman Marcia Byrd of
Letter winners, Second-year, also. Pending approval by the ExuNLIMITEn usE
BodyWorl~s
Ellensburg was voted Most Inwere - Regina Kinzel and Karen ecutive Committee, several conJ05 N. Pine Ellensburg WA
spirational
Player. She averaged
Luckman. Third-year - Kathy ferences have already voted to
PO !3ox 494 (509)925-1520
Kraft. First-year - Toni Larimer, use the changes during the 1983-84
Katie Miller, Katie .Stuhr, Anita season.
Wing, Lisa Carlson, Cheryl
Whether or not Central uses the
Cusson, Camille Shannon, Tauni changes during its regular season
Shannon, Shelley Boyer and Mar- depends on the decision of the
cia Byrd.
NAIA District I Committee.

'Cats strong as seaso_n S· t .a -J;-t

~t~~~~------------

.

Women boopsters honored

A Woman's

Choice:

The Feminist Women's Health Center
is a woman-controlled, women's
choice clinic. Our emphasis is self·
help, which is the sharing of health
information that enables women to
actively participate In their own
health care: Sliding Fee Scale •
Pregnancy
Screening • Birth
Feminist
Control • Cervical
Women's
Caps • Abortion in
a clinic setting •
Health
Prenatal
Referrals •
Center

April special: Italian Roast Beef Sandwich $2.49

2002 Englewood
Suite B
Yakima, WA 98902

Also (·all:

Call for -more
information
(509) 575-6422

1-800
.

~i 7 2-422
3
-
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Swimmers end big season
notch national calibre swinuner,
John Sayre, NAIA Swimmer Of
Gregson said.
The Year, is competing in the USS
"On only one occasion has an
(AAU Senior Nationals) SwinunNAIA swinuner gone on and done
ing Championships which began
well at the national AAU meet,"
yesterday at Indianapolis, Ind.
Gregson said.
Sayre, a junior from Spokane, is
The meet will also give Sayre an
entered in the 200 backstroke, 400
opportunity to qualify to represent
individual medley, 200 individual
the United States in international
medley and 100 backstroke.
The meet will bring together all . competition. "If he finishes in the
top six, he could qualify for some
the top swimmers in the United
European tours," Gregson said.
States in addition to swimmers
Also up for grabs will be berths
from Canada, Europe and the
on the U.S. team for the World
Soviet Union, Central coach Bob
Gregson said.
Games and Pan American
Games.
The meet will give Sayre, who
Sayre's best chance to qualify
won NAIA national championwill probably be in the 400 inships in the 200 and 400 IM and 200
backstroke, an opportunity to
dividual medley. In that event, he
establish himself as a real top- . broke the NAIA national record

********************

NAIA
nationals and
wasYear.
selected
NAIA Swimmer
Of T~e
He
also earned All-American honors
TENNIS. Women host Gonzaga, in three relay events. Sayre will
2:30 p.m.
compete in the AAU Senior NaBASEBALL: At WSU (1) 1 p.m.
tionals Swimming Championships
as well.
Platte was an All-American in
MONDAY, April 11
•seven events - five individual
TENNIS: Men host Seattle U., 2 and two relays.
p.m.
Bruce Fletcher and Nancy Simmerly received Honorary Captain
awards for the 1982-83 season.
TUESDAY, April 12
Central won the men's District 1
TENNIS: Women at Gonzaga, 3 title for the second consecutive ,
p.m.
year and finished fourth in the national meet. The CWU women
placed seventh nationally. Twelve
WEDNESDAY, April 13
'Cat swinuners brought home a
TENNIS: Women at Seattle total of 34 All-American cerPacific U., 3 p.m.
tificates.
BASEBALL: At Pacific Lutheran
CWU letter winners: MEN:
(2) noon.
Three-year __, Bruce Fletcher,
Jeff Leak, Jeff Osborn, Jeff

TODAY:

SUNDAY A ril IO
. ' p

cwu· Invitational,
GOLF ..
Yakima, Suntides Golf Course,
12 .30 p.m.
FRIDAY, April 8
CWU Invitational continues, Yakima, Yakima Country
Club course, 8:30 a.m.
TENNIS: Women at Walla Walla
Community College, 2: 30 p.m.
Men host University of Puget
Sound, 2 p.m.
GOLF:

SATURDAY, April 9
CO-ED TRACK AND FIEW:
CWU Invitatiqnal, 1 p.m.
TENNIS: Women at Whitman, 3
p.m. Men host Gonzaga, 2 p.m.
BASEBALL: At WSU (2) 1 p.m.

p

I

·- · - - · - - ···

by more than 14 seconds and has a
time (3:54.57) among the best five
in the country. That time was accomplished without shaving or
tapering.
The meet began for Sayre
:·esterday with the 200
backstroke. The 400 individual
medley is scheduled for today,
with the 200' IM scheduled for
tomorrow and the 100 backstroke
set for Saturday.
Results of the 200 backstroke
were not available at press time.
.Kris Platte and John Sayre have
been selected Central' s outstanding swimmers for the 1982-83
season.
Sayre won three events, setting
three national records, at the

TheCkmtUru~m ~• •

1•Al'mar11
Summer Session Programs 1983

)

',

~~ SPF.OAL ~ \~
ATJRACflONS .
* -co..trses conveniently

· scheduled with YOUR
vacation time in mind!
One full-year of Biology,
Chemistry, or Physics in ·
· one summer!
Courses in all undergraduate majors!
* Courses in every Core and
Distribution area!
Hands-on Computer Science
courses!
Summer Tuition-$490/unit
(1 unit= 31h semester or
5 quarter credits)

RFAmn:~

*
*

SHAPE UP nos SIJMMtl
The
htatShow

*
*

it~

for iafonnatim on Shape:UPS
Contact:
Carrie Washburn
Associate Deans Office
University of Puget Sound

206ns6-3207

Wfl1I rt'W SHAPE UPS!

Man
·dies in
accident
Mark Thomas Cavanaugh, a
Central senior, died March ll as a
result of injuries he received in a
one-car accident near Spokane.
The 24-year-old Morgan Middle
School wrestling coach was driving several Ellensburg wrestlers
to a freestyle tourney in Spokane
at the time of the accident. No one
else was seriously injured in the
mishap.
An assistant football coach at
Morgan and a former varsity
wrestler at CWU, Cavanaugh had
been an assistant coach for the
Ellensburg Freestyle Wrestling
Club for five years and became
head coach at Morgan this year.
In addition, he was a Kids'
Director for the U.S . . Wrestling
Federation, serving eastern
Washington wrestlers aged 14 or
younger. He was a voting member
of the National Council on Kids'
Wrestling and was Official Director of freestyle wrestling for
eastern Washington.
An industrial education major
with a special education minor, he
was to be graduated in June.
Walker; Second-year - Dennis
Anderson, John Lindquist; Firstyear - John Dieckman, Tom Edwards, Walt Flury, Tracy
Hartley, Terry Lathan, Garvin
Morlan, · Rob' Phelan, John Priogle, ·John Sayre, Ro~er Senn,
Damon Stewart, David Wright.

He was·, bom°(m Dec:''''22~··1958 in
Brockton, Mass. He attended Oak
Harbor and Mount Vernon high
schools, where he lettered in football and wrestling and received an
inspirational award from the
Mount Vernon wrestling team. He
graduated in 1977.
Cavanaugh is survived by his
parents, Richard and Lorraine of
Oak Harbor; brothers Skip of
Spokane and John of Ellensburg;
four sisters, Marianne Flowers of
Moses Lake, Paula Maholchic of
Oak Harbor, and Linda and Erin
Cavanaugh of Oak Harbor, as well
as a niece and a nephew.
fund
in
A memorial
Cavanaugh's name has been
established at Rainier Bank of
Ellensburg
to benefit local
freestyle youth wrestlers.
WOMEN: Three-year - Laurie
Partch, AnnaMarie Terhaar;
Second-year - Mary.Alice Lehning, Nancy Simmerly; First-year
- Vicki Chovil, Betsy Kelly, Mary
Malgarini, Kathy Larig, Sharon
Matz, Kris Platte.
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L.A. finds Wayne
'not-so-Sweet'

CWU Invitational begins today

Golfers on the upswing

By RICHARD MATIHEWS
Of the Campus Crier

Wayne Sweet, standout football
ed a 153 total at Tacoma and a 153
player, is back at Central trying to
total at Walla Walla.
The CWU Invitational begins to- pick up where he left off.
"It was a chance of a lifetime
The CWU men's golfing team
day at the Suntides golf course in
for
me and I had to take it," Sweet ,
opened its 1983 season with three
Yakima. and continues tomorrow
respectable showings.
at the Yakima Country Club. Ten said. After earning every athlete's
Monday, March 29, the 'Cats
schools have been invited to the . goal - All-American, Sweet endtravelled to Bellevue where they
annual event, which begins this ed his college football career and
won a non-district match with
afternoon at 12: 30 and re-opens headed south to search for success
in the fledgling United States
Bellevue Community College.
tomorrow morning at 8:30.
Football League.
Senior Jeff Welch earned low
The 36-hole tournament
It wasn't real success since he
medalist honors for the Wildcats.
features
teams
from
Gonzaga,
didn't
make the Los Angeles ExHead coach A.L. (Bink)
Western Washington, Puget press football team, but it was a
Beamer sees great potential in the
Sound, Whitman and Simon valuable learning experience.
team~ especially from returning
Fraser in the college · division.
"I learned a lot down there in
members of last year's NAIA
no
junior
college
diviThere
was
terms
of technique and quickness,
District I champions. "So far we
sion last year, but this year Col- but most importantly, :t got my
are just not playing quite up to
umbia Basin College, Tacoma, feet wet," said Sweet.
potential, but the season has just
Bellevue and Walla Walla are
"The guys down there were supbegun," he said.
entered in that division.
portive · and encouraging. Some
This year's unusually wet sprhad been cut two and three times
ing has not favored outdoor sports
by pro teams, and they told me not
to be discouraged since it was just
my first time," he said.
Sweet was well aware of the
! pressure he would find himself
: under coming from CWU.
' "I thought I had a 50-50 chance
. of making the team, but coIIiing
By BRENDA COTY
(YVC) 6-4, 4-6, 6-4; Russ Lister 6-4 7 6-3,
f
"We played better last weekend : rom a small school, I knew I
Managing Editor
(CWU) edged Mitch Zigler (YVC)
6-4, 6-7, 6-2; Paul Visaya (CWU) (against Seattle University) than : would have to stand out and do
.
The CWU men's tennis team
'defeated Jeff Eshleman (YVC) we did this match, but it's the ; fantastic things," he said.
scoreboard
that
counts,"
said
Dr.
;
There
wer~
other
adjus~ents
won its first game of the season 5-4
6-2, 6-2, and Mark Combs (CWU)
! to b~ made, smce he was gomg up
Monday against Yakima Valley
won over YVC's Rod Bennett 6-0, Everett Irish, head coach.
Central will host University of agamst players he used to read
Community College.
6-2.
In the singles division YVC's
In doubles play Trenner- Puget Sound tomorrow at 2 p.m. ' a~?ut or ~atch on television.
. I ~as like - s~ocked at all the
Dave Dooley defeated Central's
Villegas of YVC defeated Cruse- Saturday they will host Gozaga at
big (m terms of size) players and
pm
Ron VanHorn 6-1, 6-3; Bill Trenner
Textor 6-3, 6-3; Dooley-Zigler 2
· ·
the big name people like Chuck
of YVC won over Leroy Cruse
defeated CWU's VahHorn-Lister "These will ·be ·good matches this Foreman," he said.
(CWU) 6-0,· 6-3; Mark Textor
6-2, 5-7, 6-4 and Visaya-Combs won weekend,''
Irish
said.
Sweet is again pursuing his
(CWU) defeated Mark Villegas
over YVC's Eshleman-Bennett
. degree in communications and is
looking to gain his commission in
the Army ROTC.
ANNOUNC~MENT
''That was a part of the game
plan. If things didn't go for me, I
; would · come back to school," he
i said.
Conference Marketing Apprentice
By ALAN JAKUBEK
Of the Campus Crier

and in Tacoma last wee _ "'as no
exception. The Wildcats attended
the University of Puget Sound Invitational there on Tuesday and
Wednesday, finishing with a team
score of 799.
Despite the rain, the 'Cats came
in fourth out of a field of six, including teams from Pacific
Lutheran, Willamette, Portland
State, Pacific. University and
University of Puget Sound. The
host Loggers won.the event.
Last Friday at the Whitman Invitational Tournament in Walla
Walla, Central won top honors in
the NAIA division and second
overall. The tournament trophy
was taken by Idaho University, an
NCAA school.
Low medalist Jeff Welch paced
the 'Cats in both events. He card-

There were some doubts
though.
"I didn't want to face the people
because I failed," Sweet said. "I
knew people would keep asking
me questions about what happened and I don't want that."
He emphasized, "Just treat me
the same as before I left!"
It is springtime now and
thoughts of spring track come to
mind. As an All-American triple
jumper last year, Sweet will be
expected to again compete for
Central.
While he is in good physical
shape, he is not yet in top track
form. He is in training now, with
his first meet tentatively set for
the Saturday, April 23 CWU Invitational.
"If I do go out, I want to go back
to· Nationals and be'tter · my
distance if not my place (fifth), "
Sweet said.
Sweet sees himself as being
wiser to the world.
"It's different out there. I have
grown in attitude and will take the
necessary steps to get what I
want," he said.

I

'Good matches' promised for weekend games

Men win tennis opener

r

OF VACANCY
FOR STUDENT POSITION

Applications for the Conference Marketing Apprentice position will be accepted by
the Services Coordinator until 5:00 p.m. on April 15, 1983.
Employment applications are available at the Conference Center, Courson Hall.
BASIC FUNCTION
The Conference Marketing Apprentice will work as an assistant to the Field
Representative and Conference Services Coordinator in such areas as: market
research and development of promotional strategies; costing of clients'
conference needs and related paper work; and working with clients to assist them
in planning conferences and workshops and making arrangements for conference
needs. After a training period the apprentice will be expected to work with little
supervision.
TYPICAL WORK
The Marketing Apprentice will assist the Services Coordinator in: developing
marketing st.r ategies and plans for the Conference Program; work with other
campus personnel and departments in making arrangements for conference
groups; writing business letters and developing promotional materials; doing
marketing research and preparing lists of potential clients; and working directly
with clients in promoting conferences and workshops and determining conference
needs.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
Applicants must have experience in promotion and marketing or college courses
in this area; good writing skills and knowledge of English grammar; basic math .
skills; and the ability to work with the public. Typing speed of 40 WPM is
desirable. All applicants must be enrolled for twelve credits Spring Quarter 1983
and be available to work fifteen hours per week Spring Quarter and full-time in the
summer. Preference will be given to someone of Junior status and who will be
'
available as a student employee Fall Quarter _Hl83.
HOURS AND WORK WEEK
The Apprentice will have a varied work week which may include some evenings
and weekends . During the academic year a three-hour block of time per day
between 8:00 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday will need to be available for
work. The work week from June 13, 1983 through September 9, 1983 will be 40
hours with some hours being on weekends and evenings.
COMPENSATION
Through Spring Quarter 1983 the hourly rate of pay will be $4.20 per hour. During
the above summer the appropriate Civil Service salary will be paid plus the use of
a shared apartment.

Body conditioning Using Joyful Jazz
Dance Movement.11 and Swinging Music

Time

9:15
7:30

a.m~

Days
MWF

Place
Eagles Lodge
301 w. 4th
Washington
school
6th and Sprague

T/Th

*B~bysitting Available
Continuous Registration in class
Louise Wright, certified ·instructor 962-6162

New Student - First class
free with this ad!

Spring and Summer

* Facilities include:
-Indoor Tennis
·& Racquetball
Courts
-S~unas

$25 a month or
$50 a quarter
unlimited play,
no court fees,
925-4025
no dues
3% m·lles east on Vantage Highway
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DeRungs: Teacher, performer
Music

dept .

.loses

'a gentle ins pi ration'
By STEVE PEHA
Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor

An 8-year-old girl stares intently at a page of music. Cello in
hand, she's more than a little nervous about' perfonning for an audience. But with a few words of
encouragement and an affectionate smile from her teacher,
the butterflies are quelled and she
begins to play.
The encouragement never
ceases and although she makes
mistakes the radiant smile and
kind words compel her to continue. She plays extremely well
for such a young girl but as the
piece concludes it's obvious this
has been a team effort.
The team: Alison Otto, a thirdgrader in CWU's Suzuki music
program for children, and her
teacher, music professor Maria
DeRungs, who will be leaving
Central this year.after six years of
similar teamwork with students
and faculty.
Moving on to become one of five
directors at the Casa de Maria
Research Center in Everett,
Wash., she will pursue a lifetime
goal of extensive research into the
relatively new field of music
therapy. Included on her staff will
be a physician as well as a
psychological counselor as she
seeks to combine music with color
therapy and nutritional guidance
into a program designed primarily for geriatric patients and _people with stress problems.
For the past five years DeRungs
has been the cellist for the Central
Trio, CWU's only resident, faculty
performing ensemble. Her playing, as well as that of pianist
Bonalyn Bricker-Smith and
violinist Jeff Cox, has earned the
trio an excellent reputation in concert halls throughout the Northwest. Their yearly tours have

also aided university reclJliting
by encouraging many fine musicians to attend Central.
In addition to superb musicianship the success of the trio seems
to come from their great ability to
get along with each other. "Right
from the very beginning we've
always worked well together,"
says Bricker-Smith. ''I don't think
we've ever had an argument."
As to why that is, Cox responded. "We have a lot of mutual
respect and we honestly enjoy
making music together."
DeRungs is also well-respected
for her teaching abilities. Over the
years her duties have ranged
from private and class lessons on
cello and string bass 1to history
classes at both the undergraduate
and graduate levels.
Said Bricker-Smith: ''She
knows her instrument, she knows
the literature, and she's able to
communicate that knowledge
very well. And she really cares.''
As an integral part of her educational philosophy DeRungs
stresses the importance of her
playing with the trio. ''Teaching
is empty without performance,''
she said. "It would be like a scientist not doing research. Playing is
our research."
Last Wednesday evening,
March 30, DeRungs took to the
Hertz Auditorium stage for a final
bit of "research" with the Central
Trio.
"I don't think .I'll ever forget
it," DeRungs recalled. "I couldn't
believe that so many people had
come. And they all had such
wonderful things to say."
By the next morning, there was
hardly a spot on her desk that
wasn't taken up by congratulatory
flowers and notices.
DeRungs is an extremely war. mhearted person. Compassionate
and sensitiw~, you just can't help

mi
Rick Spencer/ Campus Crier

Maria DeRungs, CWU assistant professor of music. ''She has a great strength that
really says something."
feeling comfortable in· her
presence. Possessed of strong
convictions, there is an air of
sincereity in everything she does.
Ref erring to her easygoing
manner, cello student Vanessa
Klimek called her ''a gentle inspiration." But Bricker-Smith
sununed it up better than anyone
else. "Maria has a quiet strength
within her that really says
something. I don't know what else
to say, it's just going to be different without her.''

Round Table Pizza Restaurant ·.
Announces

WATERING TIME!

lp.m.-4p.m Mon.-Sat.

Bar Pour Pitchers $2.0(]

Stop in to see our new Party Room. Bring your friends.
RESERVE the entire room or just a large booth for FREE-up to
11'2 hours.

801

EucHdWay

REMEMBERI FREE DELIVERY
on orders over $UO excluding tu and

pac~ging

. ,it -
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LOveSlck:
By TAMI THEDENS
Of the Campus Crier

Take a cheeky liWe love affair, add some talented
actors, and you've got a hit movie - right? WRONG.
Someone, somewhere, managed to take this winning
formula and botch it in the form of "Lovesick," a
slow-moving flop that ·will surely haunt Dudley
Moore and Elizabeth McGovern forever.
Moore is pretty good, but he sleepwalks through
the _film without showing tis much emotion.
McGovern ("Ragtime," "Ordinary People"), is
perky .and cute as usual, but her part is inescapably
~orny and not even she can rise above it.

heartbreaker
_were a litUe too obvtous tor me. Agam, Moore p1ays
a bad boy telling the cultured and stuffy in his life.
and his job to hang while he chases a girl who really
knows what life is about.
"Lovesick" supples plenty of moments to cringe
ayer, including Moore asking McGovern if "she's
O.K." after sex, and a ridiculous scene in Lincoln .
Center where McGovern suffers an anxiety attack.
Ron Silver ("Best Friends") is a bright spot as the ·
arrogant boyfriend Ted Caruso, but the film's contrived story line is beyond help.
Why such talented people chose to work on such a ,
poor movie is a mystery. If you've seen "Arthur"
you've seen "Lovesick" and vice versa.

Moore plays a Shrink, bored to death by his weird
patients who fly, complain and repeat their dreamS
faithfully to him. Im. Saul Benjamin is comfortable
· with his life but a liWe complacent.
On a r~ferral, Chloe Allen (McGovern) comes to
see him and he falls in love·- bingo. What follows
are corny sessions, she making eyes at the doctor
and recapping her sexual dreams of guess who.
Meanwhile Moore is becoming obsessed with his patient even though Alec Guinness as Sigmund Freud
butts in frequently with words of caution and mentor
John Huston tells him to control himself.
The JEtrallels between "Lovesick" and "Arthur"

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS
.;ooo MONEY! PARKS.

Marathon set to raise funds

FISHERIES,_. WILDERNESS

RESORTS.LOGGING, AND .MORE. 'SUMMER EMPLOY·
MINT GUIDE', 1983 ...,ioyer listings.
MASCO, P.O. BOX 2573, SARATOGA CALIFORNIA

tuitions in private schools~ which
Of the Campus Crier
can afford to give out scholarships
and therefore attract musicians,
Red-rimmed eyes and dragging the state's universities have exfeet will be a common sight in perienced a drastic increase in
Hertz Music 'Hall following the college costs. And the various
first Music Marathon, scheduled departments on campus can't affor April 15-16.
ford to give away money."
But the purpose for having the
Some of those departments, inmarathon - to raise money for cluding music, need to attract
music scholarships here at Cen- more students to keep the quality
tral - will make the event ex- of the program high. ''A scholarciting and worthwhile to musiship to offer is just what the music
cians and spectators alllte.
department needs to give a boost
The 24-hour ·marathon, accor- , to the recruiting process," he
ding to fQunder and director Eric said.
Roth, is a project to raise school
The music marathon just might
money to increase the Music En- raise enough money to give out a
dowments Scholarship Fund. Cen- good number of scholarships. '
tral's Music Department Scholar"The scholarships will probably
ship Committee, comprised of be in the amount of $100 per
several music professors in- quarter, $300 total for the school
cluding Roth, is concerned with year," Roth said. "This may not
the rising cost of tuition and the _seem like much, but you'd be surpressures that it places on the stu- prised how much this can help the
dent.
student."
"Scholarships weren't very im. Roth said he would like to see
portant in the old days,'~ Roth more interest within the music
reminisced. "But times have
department for the marathon.
changed. Along with the higher "It's been kind of slow," he said.

By MATT DELLER

"It doesn't take much ... we just
need to fill up the gaps in time
with anything musical. Musicians
· can play scales, recite vocal
passages, anything. And it will be
rewarding for today's musicians
and tomorrow's."
The marathon gets underway
Friday April 15 at 6 p.m. Twentyfour hours later, after a variety of
musical performances, it is hoped
the students will have raised
enough money to help out next
year's incoming students.
Anyone who wants to make a
donation can contact any music
student or call Eric Roth at
963-1916.
Audiences are welcome at Hertz
Recital Hall during the marathon.

95070

RESEARCH PAPERS
. TOLL-FREE HOTLINE

800·621·5745

IN ILLINOIS CALL 312·922-0300
AUTHORS' RESEARCH, ROOM 800
407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL IOI05

408-354-8388

Quality typin' projects
Newsletter ,formatting
Ha~s aail & surveys
W~i te fo.r ,quote/rates
weasel Words,

&ox 676 Ellensburg

P..O~

., ...... ......•......•....•.••.•••••.•.....•..................... ,.
~

: A hurting child is looking for answers. Could you be part of
the solution? Challenging opportunity for the right people.
Couples or singles. Requirement: love of children,
patience, and understanding. Pay minimal.
Reward: s~tisfactio~ of helping a child.

FOSTER PARENTING.

Call Dept. of Social

and Health Services-Karla E. Smith, 925-9834

..... .................................................... ··- ....
.-.-. ~·

Full case

Heidelberg
Rainier Ham ms

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
fine foods,, desserts and expresso coffee
.105.W. 3rd

925-3050

.29

'1:38a.m.-10:30p.m: Fr.-Sat.

Shapiro's
,~ . ,(i~

the plaza)

24-1 loz

A Whole Lotta' Store
We Rent 'Video M·o vies and Sell
K_ites, Chocolate , Funny Cards,
Keyrings, .'n ame Ballons, Posters,:
Jewelry, Stickers and the List
Goes on ... For a n unusual Gift
idea stop by Shapiro's
in the plaza.

b~ttles

7-lOp.m.
Friday, April 8 ONLY

.,

A
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£1eh- of these advertised
·11ems is required to be readily
JVallablt for salt at or below
lM adwrtised price in each
Albertsc>n's store. except 'as
speCifically noted in this ad .

Albertsons®

RAllCllECI

< Copyright 1983 by Albertson's, Inc. All A1ghts Reserved

Open 1 a.m.·lidnight . 785 I. Rullr

..

We strive to have on hand
sufficient stock of advertised
merchandise. If for any reason we are out .of stock. a
RAIN CHECK will be issued
enabling you to buy the item
at the advertised price as
soon as it becomes available .
~

....
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'The Singer'

Tharsday, APrD 7, uU-15

His song has
come in style
By l YSSA LOFTIS
· Of the Campus Crier

The Singer is by far the best production Ellensburg has seen this
year or the year before. Gifted
writer and director Linda Keeney
has produced a beautiful and moving adaptation of the story of
Christ's resurrection.
·
The play itself has few, if any,
flaws. The ·only .problem for the
audience is the printed program.
No mention is made of the story of
the Singer and who he represents.
While those of a Christian-based
background might easily comprehend the message, many may
be unfamiliar with the story.
Christ came for one purpose, to
redeem man's sin. It is the Christian belief that Jesus was the son
of God sent to die a persecuted
death with the sins of all mankind
upon him. The Easter story of the
resurrection is the celebration of
that great sacrifice and its meaning for the world.
The Singer is an abstract adaptation of that story. Christ is
meant to be represented in the
person of the lead character, the
Singer. Steve Richardson is
nothing less than marvelous .as
the Singer. He brings to the stage
an interpretation of the life· of
Christ that grips the audience,
stirring the heart to a pondering of
the Easter story.
Matching Richardson, move-

ment for movement, is the evil
World Hater, played expertly by
Byron Wylie. He ultimately
represents the Satanic eler.uent in
this story. His face ex,hibits a
masterful presentation of
downright nastiness with flawless
expression.
Three dancers are seen
throughout the play' moving in
mood with the music, which is
performed by three talented musicians. The dancers are dressed in
light blue leotards, which give
them an appearance of coolness
and distance. Apparently, · this is
to enhance their presence as
representatives of the "TriD.ity,"
which is the father, son and the
Holy Ghost.
Under the direction of
Choreographer Bev Ormstead,
dancers Cecelia Cross, Cathy
Morris', and Katy Reeves perform
flawlessly. Each dancer seems
aware that she must appear as
part of the other two and the trio
never wavers from this goal.
Remembered from two years
ago for her performance as young
Helen Keller in "The Miracle
Worker," Kirsten James has
come of age as an actress. Still
portraying a little girl in this production, she is nonetheless a prized performer. Combining dance
movement, earnest expression,
and strong characterization,
James makes a definite impact on

the audience.
·Also making her impact is Terri
Zopf as the Friendship Seller. Her
character is represntative of the
prostitute that Christ saved as
told in the New Testament. Zopf is
both believable and effective.
Michael Green is a surprise as
the Miller. His hulking figure provides characterization for a man
who has lost the use of his arm.
The Singer comes to offer healing,
but the Miller refuses, scoffing at
the power of the healer. Green expresses himself well, projecting a
powerful character.
Also making his presence
known is Michael Baldridge as the
Mad Man. His costume lacks
well, almost everything, but he i~

By JUDY KIRK

sound system which can be rolled
out and be used only for films.
"We're talking about $50,000,"
The Classic Film Series, coorCanedo said.
dinated by English professors AnHe said the move depends on
thony Canedo and David Burt, will · when and whether the new equipnot be shown this spring. Hertz
ment will be available. If the plan
Auditorium, where the series is
comes through, the department
shown during fall and winter
will be able to show more English
quarters, is being used for senior
and American films because the
sound system will be good and the
recitals.
However, better arrangements
audience will not have to rely on
are planned for next year in Mc- · dubbing for dialogue.
Connell Auditorium, where there
So far, Sundays have worked
is seating for 600 persons.
best for this program as it is still a
Also, bids are out for new equipweekend night but does not inment including a new screen
terfere with stage productions.
which could be pulled down from
Canedo said tea and coffee will
the ratters and a sophisticated
still be served in the lobby where ·
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'Willia.tn§ 'Plotist
& GARDEN CENTER
100 WEST Ith, PHONE 125·31 7f
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON HUI

Featuring:

Photo by Debbie Storlie _

A workable, creative set designed by John Street with the
assistance of several people, combined with costuming by Cindy
Kegley, makes this production
unique. A masterfully designed
"death machine" provides just
the right touch of anguish toward
the end of the play.
In this play, the world bas long
"waited for the Singer and his
song." It was well worth the wait.

Jumbo Fudge Brownies

Classics move to McConnell
Of the Campus Crier

convincing as a scowling lunatic
whom the Singer has come to heal
of the affliction.
John McGilvray takes on dual
roles in this production. He is the
wise and loving Father Spirit, and
the cruel and powerful Grand
Musician. The difficulty in playing two such opposite roles does
not hinder the performances of
this actor. He rises to the occasion
gracefully.

there will be film magazines to
read. He said he hopes this will
promote discussion and help build
a regular film audience.

45<=

We accept
USDA
food stamps

*Soup and Sandwiches
served till llp.m.
201 E. 8th St.

925-6744

....................................................................

~

Body Tanning for Men and Women

TROPICRL

962-ATAN

rnn

appointments
accepted ·

•Get a head
start on. th·e sun

House Plants
Fresh-cut flowers
Balloon bouquets
Fresh flower arrangements
Corsages
Plant care supplies

our Friday
Specials¥

.

•Safe European
Wolff Tanning System
405 E. Third

IT WORKS! Anyone who can tan in the
sun will tan with the Wolff System quickly,
safely and comfortably. We invite you to
come in and experience our European
sun system.

next to Hair Forum
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Feminist singer to perform here
by Alice Westbo, a Central student. The concert also is
wheelchair accessible.
Fjell began singing at 16 in Montana and progressed to concerts in
coffeehouses,
schools,
restaurants, and taverns. Now she

By JUDY KIRK
Of the Campus Crier

Singer Judy Fjell will perform
in concerti Friday, April 8, at 8
p.m. in the SUB theatre as part of

"With Peace and Justice for All
Week."
The week's activities are cosponsored by Peacemakers,
Center for Women's Studies,
Union of Concerned Educators,
and the ASC.
Fjell is a personable performer
who is not afraid to make a
political statement. She will accompany herself on piano, guitar,
and tiple, a small guitar.
Her performance will be interpreted for the hearing-impaired

has her own production company
and two published tapes to her
credit. She bills her concerts as
containing "feminist, spiritual
and political messages along with
good humor and mush."
Fjell already has a handful .of

friends and fans at Central as she
came through Ellensburg in the
fall and gave an informal concert
at a student's house.
She is noted for the strength and
vitality of her voice, her fine
guitar arrangements, her sense of

humor, her willingness to make
political statements and her
warm performing style.
Tickets are $3, available in advance for $2.50 at the SUB information booth, Shapiro's and
Stereocraft in Ellensburg.

Arts center opening soon
By PERRI BIXLER

the Cultured Arts Student Committee, which is planning room,
Performing arts students will according to ASC Fine Arts Coorfinally have a place to meet and dinator Lazelle Russell.
A dance floor, mirror and railpractice their trades.
The Yakima Room in the SUB ing will be available along with
will be converted into an art drawing boards, couches and
studio for students of all art forms . tables, but only paintings will be
Two students each from dance, displayed by students and other
drama, art and music will head local artists until security pro-

blems can be worked out.
One of the goals of the committee is to get big name artists'
works displayed and to organize
an art show, Russell said.
She said the committee hopes to
have the room open fo~ the
Festival of the Arts, starting April
20, but no firm date has been s~t
for its opening.

Of the Campus Crier
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Advertise in
the Crier

It

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
MAT • GMAT • DAT
OCAT • PCAT • VAT
SAT • ACT • TOEFL • MSKP
NATL MED BOS • ECFMG

\¥orks.

FLEX • YQE • llOB • Rll BOS
CPA • SPEED READING

~-+lMPIAN
EOUC~TIONAL

CENTER
Test Preparation Speciali sts
Since 1938
fo, •nlormar :.,n Please Call :

Call 963-1026

Seattle 632-0634

· ·Sprir1gtime·... you're on the move ...
take your tunes along, with AIWA!

STUDIES IN

PRIVATE SOUNDS ...
The HS-J02 AM / FM personal stereo
" outwalks" all the others! Autoreverse ,
record and play . Detachable one-point
stereo mic included. Was $220 .

SPECIAL $159.*
BONUS : Mini stereo
speakers 15% off
with HS-J02 purchase.
SOUNDS TO SHARE ...
The CS-600 AM/FM Portable
Cassette Recorder: List $220.

· SPECIAL $187.* _:J_JYJ_~:!~~-~-~~-~
•
•
•
•

Deluxe soft-touch controls
2-way, 4 speaker system
Built in stereo mies
Excellent musical sound, even
low volume

·- -

... . . .

,.4:-= .

NOT SHOWN:
The CS-300 AM/FM/SW Portable
Cassette Recorder; List $140 .

SALE $119.*
The CS-360 AM/FM/SW Portable
Cassette REcorder: List $195 .

SALE $165.*

*

REVELATON
REVELATION
REVELATION
REVELATION
RWGL~
N
SEMNAR

TRICKLE-DOWN BONUS:
CASH YOUR TAX-REFUND CHECK
WITH US . EACH DOLLAR THERE OF
WILL su·v YOU $1 .10 IN MERCHANDISE!
Good on all non-sale items we sell!

THURSDAYS
8 pm
SUB-210

Prices Good Through April 16th 1983

TEREDCRIFT
408 N. PEARL• ELLE NSBURG, WA 98926

962-2830

What Lies
Ahead for
Planet Earth?

STORE HOURS:

10:30 - 5:30
Monday - Saturday

Sponsor ed by THE BIBLE PROPHECY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
--

--=:=..- -

_____ __;.

- -=.:::::..-_::::..-

------- -
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Campus ·culture

By JUDY KIRK
Of the Campus Crier

Drama
Two plays, a weekend
children's festival, and a puppet
show are the offerings spring
quarter from the CWU drama
department, said Jim Hawkins,
professor of drama.
"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," an original adaptation of
Victor Hugo's novel° written by
Jim Hawkins and English instructor Mary James, will be performed April 21-23 and again on April
29, the weekend of the children's
festival.
However, the play is not for
youngsters, as Hugo's view of life
was dark, Hawkins said. Their
adaptation sticks pretty close to
the novel but with contemporary
viewpoints.
Auditions for William Saroyan's
popular play "Time of Your Life"
will be in McConnell Auditorium
April 19 and 20. Director Milo
Smith, drama professor, especially invites blacks and other ethnic
minorities to try out for a part in
the production. He needs 18 men
and five women for this play.
It will be performed in the round
May 26-28 and June 2-4 and depicts
the importance of the common
American's hopes and dreams.
The setting is a San Francisco
waterfront tavern in 1939, just as
America was emerging from the
Depression and before it entered
World War II.
The annual Children's Theatre
Festival will be hosted by Central
this year on the weekend of May
Day, April 29-30 and May l. Fourteen plays will be coming here
from California, Oregon, and
Washington.
From Friday at 4 p.m. to Sunday at 4 p.m., children and adults
may participate in a masquerade
ball, a May Pole dance, and other
parties and receptions.
The opening play, ''The Day the
Music Came to Earth,'' is performed, written, and the set
designed by 60 third-graders from
Selah.
"A great beginner," said
Hawkins.
Also featured in the Children's
Festival are two professional
'companies: one from california
and the other from Portland.

Later in the quarter, May 16-20,
.and every day at l p.m., Hawkins
is producing a "Peter Rabbit"
-puppet show for-the "little ones."
The scenery will probably be of
soft-sculpture, too.
Children will be seated without
charge, but adults must stand in
the back.

Music
- These are the music department events for spring quarter:
- April 15 and 16: Music
Marathon, a scholarship fundraising event.
- April 20: Federal Way High
School and University Chorale
Concert, 8 p.m.
- April 27: Central Symphony
Concert, conducted by Eric Roth,
featuring faculty performance by
Tim Strong.
- April 28: Senior Recital by
Steve Radnich, featuring electronic music on synthesizers, tape
recorders, and various other
devices.
- May 1: CWU Department of
Music and Ellensburg Music
Study Club sponsored Yo~th Concert, in conjuction with the
Ellensburg Public schools.
- May 5: Graduate Recital by
Steve Smith, percussionist,
formerly drummer for Opus and
currently drummer for The Mood.
- May 6 and 7: High School In-.
vitational Jazz Festival, a big
festival with approximately 20
high school jazz bands and choirs.
- May 7: Jazz Nite directed by
John Moawad, 8 p.m. in McConnell Auditorium.
- May 10-12: Contemporary
Music Festival featuring guest
composer Vaclav Nelhybel, lectures and classes.
- May 14: Suzuki Recital
featuring children directed on
violin by Jeff Cox.
- May 18: Open dress rehearsal
by the Central Swingers show
choir.
- May 19-21: "On the Move" by
the Central Swingers, directed

and choreographed . by Barbara
Brummett .
- May 25: University Chorale
Concert directed by Judith Burns. - May 26: Band Concert conducted by Larry Gookin, a wind
ensemble and concert band.
- June 1: New Works Variety
Concert featuring student composers.
- June 2: Brass Ensemble Concert conducted by J. Richard
Jensen.
- June 3: NAJE Nite featuring
small group combos, sponsored
by the National Association of
Jazz Educators, the CWU student
chapter, featuring students who
are outstanding solo performers.
- June 4: Concerto-aria concert
featuring student soloists in performance with the Central Symphony.

This
spring
the
art
department's Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery will offer five shows: a
student art show, a nationallyrecognized photography show,

COSMETOl~Y ,

and three combined graduate
thesis exhibits.

purchased for Central' s collection.

The art student show will be
shown April 11-22. Current art
students' work will be accepted on
the preceding Friday.

Of the three graduate thesis exhibits, the first is May 23-27 and
will feature Carol Moisan's paintings and drawings and Kathy
Tanasse's ceramics.

"New Photographies" will be on
The second is May 30 through
view April 25 through May 20.
June 3 and will display .the painWork is solicited nationwide,
tings of Alan Daniel and Anne
viewed,- selected, and given purDoskey. ·
chase awards. Gallery director
James Sahlstrand says more than
The last show, June 6-10, ex500 pieces are VIewea and 90
selected for the show~ The - hibits Bernice Wells' paintings
and Jon Fredericks' sculpture.
photographs given awards are

Featuring:
A Bridal Registry
Dishes and Cookware

uidCPenney

RED TAG

Bath Accessories

Great Selection of gift
ideas for· * Mother's
* Showers

25'9 off the marked-down price that
appeera on any reduced ticket.
Be earty ... quantities are limited. We
. don't have every item in every size and
color. Example of how our sale works:
Selected slacks for women 11o
OriQ..................... ~ $15

NO\Y ........... : . . . . . . . . . 9.99
Less 25% ................ ·. 2.50
your price
•n- ....._ __...... oni,.

Plant World.

Grand Opening
Venus Fly Traps Regularly $3.99
Sale $1.99
Miniature Orange Trees
Reg. $15.98 - Sale $11.98
African Violets Specially priced at

7.49

Not . . . . . . lnewry9tore.

417 - 419

N. Pine

On-campus
ALCOHOLIC'S ANONYMOUS SUPPO~T GROUP.

Meetings are held Friday evenings at

having alcohol related problems or concerns.

$1.99

We also have: * Terrariums *
Palm Trees * and a wide variety
~
of hanging plants to decorate your
donn rooms.
HOURS: Open Tues. thru Fri. 10 a,m~ to 5: 30 p.m~
Sat. noon till 4 p.m.
In The Plaza across from CWU

---!Ill~--

Ugly Bear Tavern
Bring your hunger and thirst on down
for Daily Specials

Sunday: free
In Need of Family Planning Services?
The Kittitas· County Health Department
offers these services:

Has New Owners
and
Lower
Prices
......................................
.

HAIR CUTS
for

.

$4.50
·.......................................

:

~Men and Women~

Call today for
your appointment
925-6138
New Hours
Mon. thru Sat.
.9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Day

*Weddings

-SALE

bookstore). OPEN to anyone interested or

SCHOOL Of

alive

Art

6:00 p.m. in SUB 103 (across from the

Valley

comes

YEARLY EXAMS
BIRTH CONTROL
CANCER SCREENING
PREGNANCY
TESTING
VD TESTING &
TREATMENT
COUNSELING
CHILDREN BY CHOICE ...
NOT BY CHANCE
925-1465
507 Nanum

pool

4-table::~_,,

Monday/And
Tuesday: free popcorn with purchase
Wednesday:free pool, 4 -tables
Friday/ And Schooners 3 for $1.00
Saturday: or pitcher 1.75 until 7 p.m.
Variety of Deep-Fried Food
and Fresh Sandwiches
Pinball, Pool, Electronic Games
Punchboard's, Pull Tabs, Foosball
Card Room
KEGS, PONY KEGS TO GO

11 1 West 3rd

9 2 S·-4 6.0 2.
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'Gap' Group
Lygre ·to spend part of
helps students .
leave in New Zealand
readjust to college
Bv BRENDA COTY

Lygre's leave will be the
academic year, 1983-84, in which
he and his family will be experienDavid Lygre, assistant dean of cing new adventures.
During the fall, Lygre will be atletters, arts and sciences, was
granted an administrative ex- tending either University of
empt leave for scholarly Washington (UW) or University of
Southern California (USC), in the
endeavors.
This type of leave is similar to gerontology department. Geronthe faculty exempt leave. Ap- tology is the study of aging.
"I'll spend that quart~r learning
plicants of both go through a
screening process and those about the bioche.i.nistfy of aging,"
chosen receive 75 percent of their said Lygre.· "I want to improve
salary. The other 25 percent goes my background so I can do more
towards the person filling in, . with it."
usually a person within the
department.
When a faculty person receives
leave, it's usually to work on a 'I developed a style by
doctoral thesis or other scholarly reading authors I admire;
aspects. An administrator will Isaac Asimov, Carl Sagan,
take leave to update a skill or gain · Lewis Thomas and Loren
new knowledge pertaining to Eiseley' - Lygre
his/her field.
Lygre is a part of both. He is an
After the fall, Lygre and his
administrator and at the same
family (wife and two children)
time teaches one Class per
quarter.
will move to New 1.ealand. There,
he'll work on his second book. It
"I teach bio-chemistry and an
will be about the biochemistry of
introduction cheriiistry class,"
said Lygre?
aging. He'll be doing his work at
Managing Editor

the University of Canterbury at
Christ Church in the biology

By PAT BOYD

~epartment.

Lygre's first book, "Life
Manipulation," was written for a
general audience, as will his second. He had difficulty in developing a writing style, but found a
way to overcome this.
"I developed a style by reading
authors I admire; Isaac Asimov,
Carl Sagan, Lewis Thomas and
Loren Eiseley," said Lygre.
Thomas and Eiseley couldn't help
him much, regarding style,
because they have a "magic" in
their writings.
. Lygre said, "I learned to write
as simply and as clearly as I
could. As I rewrote the material
(seven drafts on his first book) I
would eliminate one-fourth to onethird of the words while-maintaining the same meaning."
Lygre began his research, for
his next book, at Central and has
compiled much information.
"I want a grasp on the fundamentals before leaving," said
Lygre.

Of the Campus Crier

There is a new support group on
Central's campus, the Gap group.
The group has a simple, yet important purpose: help people over
the age of 20 and returning to college readjust to campus life.
"Finding people on the same
wave length to interact with and
to discuss issues with" is the main
feature of the group, according to cwu.
Jeanne Richardson, co-founder of
"Should enough men students
Gap.
show interest, there could
"The group is a place to share possibly be a Center for Men's
with others what is going on and Studies established at Central," ·
how returning to school affects the said Dorothy Sheldon-Shrader,
family life," said Richardson, director of the Center for
who is herself a returning student. Women's studies.
One problem the Gap group ·
"Men are more than welcome at
often deals with is how to help a the group's meetings, and their in23-year-old woman, who has been put on social issues is valuable,
working for five years an.d has but this is not a singles' meeting
become independent, com- place," emphasized Richardson.
municate With her 18-year-old
Meetings are held every Tuesroommate right out of high school. day at 7 p.m. in room 147 Kennedy
Another typical situation is Hall. "All you need to join this
helping a wife and Qiother find. the group is a little initi~tive," added
. Richardson.
I necessary time to study.

Service With A Smile!
11~

tut we're Tiie Nu • er 0ne Boekstore in tbe Univ·e rse is tlwlt we
... (•tamer Service Rntl - 'JM settvlces tha.t you want and need, ••e •••
=ah

se.1lSOll

CHECK CASHING

Students, tacul1ty and staff can cash a
personal check for $25 ($50 on Thursday or
Friday), with picture 1.0. at The University
Store Service Counter.

CASSETTE COPIES

While· you wait, sett-service cassette copy
machine makes speedy, quaHty, economical
dupes. (We have a lot of cassettes for sale
too!)

T-SHl~T IMP~l~TING

We have a vanety of.letter sazes m heatsealed transfers. This is the best way
to make team uniforms. ·

·

FREE PARKING

We validate youir parking permit with any
pt11TG"19se o1 $11.5fili or more. Just ask our
ftlfiendll~ cc:lhieck.e11s.

RESUME PRINTING

C1t1we91P,

ftas1! and hassle-free, just ask the
Setrwiice Counter checker.
.

.·

ANNOUNCEMENTS
lhae official CWU Graduation

_ . l"lll1W

~ts in stock for just ·49 cents
•ece. (Sock ks limited.)

SPECIAL ORDERS

Any book in priimtt,. any school supply that is
available - you want it, we'll get it.

Weekly discussion meetings are
held, ·during which there is a film
on a social issue such as selfdefense for women, battered wife
syndromes, .or studies of the
similarities between men and
women.
Although the Gap group was
originally designed for the returning women students between the
ages of 20 and 25, there has been
interest from women over the age
of 25, and from male students at

RECORD RENTAL

Top tunes for rent, cheap! Check out
our in-store display.

STAMPS

Need to send an urgent "Need Money,
Rush" letter home? We've got the stamp
for it.

MAIL DROP

A handy place to mail it d:u.ring class break.

TEXTBOOK RESERVE

Vo1JJr textbook sold out? We put copies in
tlrle liibrary for students who have ordered a
copy. (Ends on add/drop day.)

Centraline
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS:
Two job search workshops will be
presented by Robert D. Malde,
Career Planning & Placement
Center. June grads, as well as
graduate students, are encouraged to attend. Workshops for nonteaching fields will be April 12
(Self-assessment,
Hidden
Markets), April 13 (Resume) and
April 14 (Interviewing). All three
meetings will be in Shaw-Smyser
105 from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Workshops for teachers will be in
Black 107 May 3 (Job Finding
Skills), May 4 (Resume Writing)
and May 5 (Interviewing) from 4
p.m. to 5 p.m.
HURRY UP SOFTBALL FANS
Deadline to registe_r for intramural softball is Wednesday,
April 13. There are three co-ed,
th ..ee men and one womens
league. Get your team together
and sign up at the intramural office, Nicholson Pavilion 108.
SPRING QUARTER. LIBRARY
ORIENTATION TOURS will be
Thursday, April 7-at 2 p.m.; Friday, April 8 at 2 p.m.; Monday
April 11 at 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. and
Tuesday, April 12 at 9 a.m. and 2
p.m. Tours will begin in the foyer
of the Library and will last about
45 minutes. Faculty, staff and
students are welcome to attend.
A CRYSTAL MOUNTAIN SKI
TRIP sponsored by University
Recreation will be April 9 and 10.
The cost is $27 and includes lodging and transportation. Preregister in the Tent N' Tube Rental Shop.

SPRING QUARTER LIBRARY
HOURS are Monday - Thursday
7:50 a.m. to 10 p.m., Friday 7:50
a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday 9 a.m. to
5-p.m. and Sunday 1 p.m. to 10
p.m. The library will by open on
Memorial Day (May 30) from 1
p.m. to 10 p.m.
COOPERATIVE FIELD EXPERIENCE ORIENTATION
MEETINGS for spring quarter
are Monday at 2 p.m., Tuesday at
9 a.m. and 3 p.m., Wednesday at 1
p.m., Thursday at 10 a.m. and FritJ.ay at 11 a.m.
THE KITTITAS COUNTY
FAMILY PLANNING CLINIC offers the following services: birth
control methods and natural family planning, education, counseling, physical exams for women
which include cancer screening
breast exams and Pap smears,
preganancy testing and referral,
and venereal disease testing and
treatment. For more information
or an appointment phone 925-1465
Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
SKI FUN DAY The Ellensburg
cross-country ski club is sponsoring the event Stinday, April 10
from noon to 4 p.m. at the Ski Club_
7 km trail, Reecer Creek. The Ski
Fun Day is open to the public and
includes relays, games, and
prizes. Car pools will meet at
Albertson's parking lot at 10:30.
Coffee and punch will be served,
bring your own lunch. Road
markers will be posted along
theGreen Canyon route. For more
information call Gael at 925-6309.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
SPRING COMMUNITY FILM
SERIES, Musicians and Their
Music, will offer "African Sanctus" and "Discovering the Music
of Africa," this Wednesday evening, April 13, from 7-8 p.m. in
Black 102. Admission is free and
the films are open to the public.
GRACE EPISOCAL CHURCH,
101 w. 12th, extends a warm
welcome to CWU students. A
youth group meets Sunday evenings and all college students are
welcome. Coming up is a Folk
Mass Service Sunday, April 24 at
10 a.m. The church also has
regular Sunday services at 8 and
10 a.m. and Wednesdays at 7 p.m.
New classes start April 10. For
more information call 962-2951.
CAMP STAFF OPENINGS:
Senior counselor, specialists
(waterfront, arts and crafts or
outdoor skills), cook and nurse
positions available. Located at
Camp Illahee, just outside of
Ellensburg from July 8 - July 23.
We are looking for enthusiastic
leaders. Call u8 at the Camp Fire
office in the mornings, 925-2755.
ELLENSBURG ANTHOLOGY
In conjunction with the annual
Ellensburg Festival: "A Celebration of the Arts," we invite local
writers to submit their work to the
Fourth Ellensburg Anthology.
Please limit poetry to 100 lines
and fiction to 1,250 words. Submissions shQuld be sent with SASE to
Four Winds Book Store, 202 East
4t.:1, Ellenshu1 g. Deadline for submissions is July 31, 1983.

JAPANESE WOMEN IS LOOKING FOR A PEN FRIEND in an
American university. Her interests include American
economics, travel, and literature.
If interested write to :Mitsuko
Ibara, RM7-201, No. 6 Shinkawa 5,
Mitaka-chi, Tokyo, 181 Japan.

APPLICATIONS FOR SUM. MER FINANCIAL AID will be
available on April 15, 198. The applications must be returned by April 29, 1983. For more information contact the Financial Aid , Office, Barge 209.

The following organizations will have representatives on.campus to \
interview interested candidates. For times and locations contact the
Career Planning and Placement Center (CP&PC}, Barge 105. **Sign- ·
up schedules are posted a week in advance of interviewers.
~DUCATION MAJORS:
' April 8 Puyallup School District (Puyallup, WA)
_April 13-15 Portland Public Schools (Portland, OR)
April 18 Federal Way School District (Federal Way, WA)
April 26 Public School Personnel Coop (Olympia, WA)
May 17 University'Place School District (Tacoma, WA)
u All interviews require advance sign up at the CP&PC, Barge 105. In
order to interview, the Placement File and College Interview Form
must be on file at the CP&PC.
NON-EDUCATION MAJORS:
April 11 A. L. Williams (East Wenatchee, WA) Entry level positions in
selling insurance and investments. Bachelor's degree in Business,
Management and Markettng - sales experience helpful.
April 21 The Bon Marche (Seattle, WA) Merchandising Executive
Training Program. Majors: Fashion Merchandising, Business, Home
Ee.
April 21 K-Mart Apparel (Puyallup, WA) Management Trafnee Program - Seattle and Yakima. Bachelor's degree. ·
May 12 Burroughs Corporation (Redmond, WA) Software Installation
and Support Position. Major: Business w/computer background and
high academic achievement.
May 17 Allergan (Tacoma, WA) Pharmacuetical sales (contact lens)
Majors: Business, Science, Health.
MILITARY RECRUITING:
April 11-14 U.S. Marine Corps (Seattle, WA) Marine Officer Program
- in SUB and CP&PC
April 21 U.S. Air Force (Pullman, WA) Pilots, Navigators, Engineers
Degrees: strong math, technical
April 21 U.S. Navy (Spokane, WA) Officer training program
May 5-6 U.S. Marine Corps (Seattle, WA) Marine Officer Program in SUB and CP&PC
1

LostNG FRIENDS AND LOVERS OVER
YOUR QUICHE LORRAINE?
IS YOUR GARBAGE CAN THE ONLY ONE ON THE BLOCK THAT
STRAY DOGS AVOID? OR ARE YOU JUST TIRED OF JUGGLING
CLASSES&.MEALS&.WORK&.LAUNDRY&.HOUSECLEANING&.SLEEP&.
EXCERCISE&.HOMEWORK&.ASOCIALLIFE ALL IN A MERE 24 HOURS?

Central's Food Services can make your life easier. We'll provide a variety of
healthy, well·balanced and tasty meals In a friendly atmosphere at an
economical price. (And here's the best part - we'll do the dishes!) It's
never too late to start our Off.CAMPUS MEAL PLAN. We have 12 different
meal plans to choose from - one of which may be Just right for you. for all
the details come see us at the Food Services Office during regular office ·
hours, or call 963· 1591.
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Oh, sure, we could cut
down on the size, use
artificial cheese, skimp
on the items and then sell
it two for one. But we
just don't believe in doing
business that way.

(stephens W., Moore,Anderson; North, Wilson )
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At Do.nine'.:.; Pizza, we
believe in large helpings
and quality ingredients.
Why, that's why people
love pizza. And we think
that's where the value is.

Al. Monti., Carmody, Green,
_

Kennedy, Sue Lombar.d , Kamola )

I

11 am - 1 am Sun. • Thurs.
11 am-2am Fri. & Sat. NOT YAUD WITH

EXPIRES

ANY

OT Hll OFFll

01 COUPON

4/30/83

925·6941
505 N. Pine St
Domino's
Pizza
Delivers.™

Domino's Pizza Delivers. ··

We use only 100% real
dairy cheese.
Drivers carry under $20.
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Open for lunch

Fast, Free Delivery
505 N. Pine St
Phone: 925·6941
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If your pizza does not
arrive within 30 minutes,
your pizza is free

Fast, Free Delivery
505 N. Pine St
Phone: 92576941
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$2.00offany16"
2-item or more pi~
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 4/15/83

Fast, Free Dellv•l'.Y
505 N. Pine St.
Phone: 925-6941
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$1.00offany12"
2·item or more pi~
O~ coupon ~r Pizza.
Expires: 4/15/83 ·

Fast, Free Delivery
505 N. Pine St.
Phone: 925-6941
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